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Abstract 
Anderson et al. made a conjecture concerning the existence of a referee square for every odd 
integer n >~ 3 other than 5. In this paper the existence of a referee square of side n is shown 
when n is an odd composite integer. 
I. Introduction 
Let n t> 3 be an odd integer, and suppose that n teams compete in a league, each 
team playing every other team exactly once. The ½n(n- 1 ) games are to be scheduled 
for n days, with ½(n-  1) games on each day. Each team will take its turn in having 
a free day. Suppose also that each of the n teams nominates a referee. I f  we number 
the days and the teams by 1,2 .... , n, is it possible to arrange the fixtures such that 
referees can be assigned to the games so that (1) each referee referees each other 
team exactly once, (2) no referee ever referees his own team, (3) no referee has to 
referee two games on the same day, (4) for 1 <~i<<.n, on day i, team i does not play? 
It turns out that the answer to our question is in the affirmative except when n = 5 
[2], the case which in fact initially gave rise to the general problem (the British and 
French 5-Nations Rugby championship). The case n = 3 is trivial, and for n/> 7, there 
are solutions essentially equivalent o standardised Room squares, with the diagonal 
entries removed. 
From the referee's point of  view, it is unsatisfactory if his team is not playing when 
he is free, for, presumably he would like to watch his own team in action as often 
as possible. We are, therefore, led to the following definition and to a study of when 
'referee squares' exist. 
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Definition 1.1. A referee square of side n is an n ×n array R based on S = {1,2 ..... n} 
such that 
(1) each cell either is empty or contains an unordered pair of distinct symbols on S, 
(2) each i E S occurs precisely once in each row (except he ith) and in each column 
(except ith column), and does not occur in the ith row and ith column, 
(3) each unordered pair of distinct elements of S occurs in exactly one cell of R, 
(4) the main diagonal cells are non-empty. 
So we can use Referee squares to solve the scheduling problem by letting teams 
a and b play on day j with referee i if and only if {a, b} occurs in cell (i,j). 
Example 1.1. A referee square of side 7, 
6,7 4,5 2,3 
3,5 7,1 4,6 
5,6 2,7 1,4 







Example 1.2 (Anderson et al. [2]). A referee square of side 9, 
8,9 6,7 4,5 2,3 
5,7 4,9 6,8 1,3 
2,6 1,5 7,9 4,8 - -  
3,8 5,6 






Example 1.3. A referee square of side 11, 
2,3 6,11 8,10 
6,10 3,4 - -  7,1 9,11 
7,11 4,5 8,2 
8,1 5,6 
8,11 - -  9,2 6,7 
9,1 - -  10,3 
10,2 




m _  
2,9 1,7 
1,4 2,8 
5,8 3,9 1,6 
4,6 3,5 




9,3 11,2 7,10 
10,4 1,3 
7,8 - -  11,5 2,4 
11,4 8,9 1,6 3,5 
1,5 9,10 2,7 4,6 
2,6 10,11 3,8 
2,5 3,7 11,1 
3,6 4,8 1,2 
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A referee square of side n is Z-cyclic if, whenever {a,b} occurs in the (i, j)th cell, 
{a + 1,b + 1} occurs in the (i + 1,j + 1)th cell, the arithmetic being modn. Example 
1.3 is Z-cyclic while examples 1.1 and 1.2 are not. 
Anderson et al. [2] constructed Z-cyclic referee squares of side n for n = 3, 11, 13. 
We begin by using the starter-adder method, successful in the construction of room 
squares, to construct referee squares of side n for a few values of n. 
2. The starters construction 
I f  G is an additive Abelian group with identity element 0, and G* = G - {0} then 
a starter X for G is a partition of G* into 2-subsets, denoted by (xi,xj), etc., such 
that {:t:(xi -  x j ) ; (x i ,x j )EX}- -G* .  I f  X, Y are two starters for G and (xl i ,xzi)EX, 
(yli, yzi) c Y with x2 i -  Xli -~ yz i -  yli then the distance d((xli,x2i,),(Yli, yzi)) from 
(Xli,X2i) to (Yli, Yzi) is defined by 
d((xli,X2i), (Yli, Y2i)) ~- Yli - Xli (= Y2i - x2i). 
Theorem 2.1. A Z-cyclic referee square of  side 2n + 1 exists if and only if there ex&t 
two starters X, Y with distinct distances containing a zero distance in Z2n+l. 
Proof. Let X = {(Xll,X21),(x12,x22 ) . . . .  ,(Xtn,X2n)}, Y ~" {(YlI,Y21),(YI2,Y22) . . . . .  
(Yl,,YZn)} (rearrange if necessary) be two starters with x2 i -  Xli = Y2 i -  Yli and 
all distances d((xli,x2i),(yli, Yzi)) are distinct and containing a zero distance, say 
d((xlj ,x2j),(yl j ,  Y2j)) = 0. Let ai = d((xli,x2i),(yli, y2i)) then aj = 0 and ai>Jl 
for i ~ j and ak ¢ah  for k -¢ h; thus, if we place the pair (xli + 1,X2i q- 1) in the 
first row in column -ag + 1 (mod2n + 1) then (Yli + 1,y2i-1- 1) will occur in the first 
column in row ai + 1 (mod2n + 1) since the distance from (xli,x2i) to (Yli, Y2i) is 
ai. Thus, clearly 1 missing in the first row and the first column and so by the cyclic 
condition i is missing from ith row and ith column, and a Z-cyclic referee square is 
constructed. 
Conversely, if there exists a Z-cyclic referee square of side 2n + 1 in Z2,+1 then the 
first row of this square contains (Xll,X21),(X12,X22),...,(Xln,X2n), where xij E Z2n+I -  
{1}; i=  1,2, j - -  1,2 . . . . .  n and X = {(x l i -  1,x2 i -  1);l~<i~<n} is a starter in 
Z2n+l. Similarly, the first column of this square contains (Yl I, y21 ) . . . . .  (yln, Y2n), where 
xll = Yll and x21 = Y21 and Y = {(Y l i -  1,y2 i -  l); l<~i<~n} is a starter in 
Z2,+l. Furthermore, the distances from X to Y (or from Y to X)  are distinct and 
contain 0. 72 
Lemma 2.2. There are no Z-cyclic referee squares of size 7 or 9. 
Proof. All starters in Z7 are 
2,3 4,6 5,1 3,4 6,1 2,5 4,5 1,3 6,2 
126 
and all starters in )(9 are 
1,2 4,6 5,8 3,7 
3,4 5,7 8,2 6,1 
6,7 1,3 2,5 4,8 
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1,2 5,7 3,6 4,8 2,3 6,8 4,7 1,5 
4,5 8,1 3,6 7,2 5,6 2,4 7,1 8,3 
7,8 2,4 3,6 1,5 7,8 3,5 1,4 2,6. 
In both the cases there are no pairs of starters atisfying the required conditions. [] 
Lemma 2.3. There exists a Z-cyclic referee square of  side n for  11 <~ n <~ 49. 
Proof. (1) In Zll 
X = {(1,2), (7, 9), (3, 6), (4, 8), (5, 10)} 
Y = {(1,2), (4, 6), (7, 10), (5, 9), (3, 8)) 
are two starters, with distances from X to Y given by D = {0, 8, 4, 1,9}, so the first 
row of a Z-cyclic referee square is 
(2, 3 ) , - - ,  (6, 11),(8, 10), , , , (4, 7), , , (5, 9), 
i.e. Example 1.3. 
(2) In Z13 
X = {(9, 10),(5, 7), (1,4),(12, 3), (6, 11),(2,8)), 
Y = {(9, 10), (12, 1),(3, 6), (4, 8),(2, 7), (5, 11)}, 
D = {0, 7,2,5,9,3). 
(3) In Zl5 
X = {(1,2),(3, 5), (7, 10), (9, 13), (6, 11),(8, 14), (12,4)}, 
Y = {(1,2), (6, 8), (11, 14), (5, 9), (7, 12), (13, 4), (3, 10)}, 
D = {0,3,4, 11, 1,5,6}. 
(4) In Zl7 
X = {(10, 11 ), (12, 14), (1,4), (5, 9), (15, 3), (2, 8), (6, 13), ( 16, 7)}, 
Y = {(10, 11), (7, 9), (5, 8), (16, 3), (13, 1),(15,4), (12,2),(6, 14)}, 
D = {0, 12,4, 11, 15, 13,6, 7}. 
(5) In Z19 
X = {(1,2), (15, 17), (13, 16), (4, 8), (5, 10), (6, 12), (7, 14), (3, 11), (9, 18)}, 
Y = {(1,2), (3, 5), (6, 9), (13, 17), (I0, 15), (8, 14), (11, 18), (4, 12), (7, 16)}, 
D = {0, 7, 12, 9, 5,2,4, 1, 17}. 
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(6) In Zzl 
X = {(1,2),(3,5),(4,7),(12, 16),(10, 15), (8, 14), (13, 20),(11, 19), (9, 18), 
(17,6)}, 
Y = {(1,2),(4, 6),(13, 16),(7, 1 1),(15,20),(12, 18),(3, 10), (9, 17),(5, 14), 
(19,8)}, 
D = {0, 1,9, 16,5,4, 11, 19, 17,2}. 
(7) In 223 
X = {(1,2), (3, 5), (4, 7), (13, 17), (11, 16), (8, 14), (15, 22), (10, 18), (12, 21), 
(19, 6),(9,20)}, 
Y = {(1,2), (4, 6),(8, 11),(9, 13),(14, 19),(16, 22),(10, 17),(12,20), (21,7), 
(18, 5),(15,3)}, 
D = {0, 1,4, 19,3,8, 18,2,9,22,6}. 
(8) In Z25 
X = {(1,2), (4, 6),(15, 18),(8, 12),(16,21),(24, 5),(10, 17),(14,22), 
(11,20),(3, 13), (23, 9), (7, 19)}, 
Y = {(1,2),(7, 9),(10, 13), (19,23), (3, 8), (12, 18), (15,22), (16, 24), 
(5, 14), (11,21), (20, 6), (17, 4)}, 
D = {0, 3,20, 11, 12, 13,5,2, 19,8,22, 10}. 
(9) In Z27 
X = {(1,2),(3, 5),(6, 9),(12, 16),(10, 15), (14,20), (17,24), (18,26), 
(25, 7), (13, 23), (11,22), (19, 4), (8, 21)}, 
Y = {(1,2),(4, 6), (8, 11),(20, 24),(14, 19),(17,23),(9, 16), (7, 15), 
(21,3), (12,22),(26, 10),(13,25),(5, 18)}, 
D = {0, 1,2,8,4,3, 19, 16,23,26, 15,21,24}. 
(10) In Z29 
X = {(18, 19),(20, 22),(1,4), (11, 15), (21,26), (2, 8),(10, 17),(28, 7), 
(3, 12), (6, 16), (23, 5), (13, 25),(14,27),(24,9)}, 
Y = (18, 19), (1,3), (2, 5),(23, 27),(6, 11), (8, 14), (9, 16), (13, 21), 
(24, 4), (15, 25), (17, 28), (10, 22), (7, 20), (12, 26)}, 
D = {0, 10, 1, 12, 14,6,28, 14,21,9,23,26,22, 17}. 
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(11) In Z31 
X = {(16, 17),(1,3),(11, 14), (2,6), (18,23),(22, 28),(19,26), (4, 12), 
(20,29), (5, 15), (30, 10), (13,25),(27, 9), (7, 21),(24, 8)}, 
Y = {(16, 17), (2, 4), (3, 6), (9, 13), (22, 27), (20, 26), (7, 14), (10, 18), 
(23, 1),(19,29), (25, 5), (12,24), (8,21), (28, 11),(15,30)}, 
D = {0, 1,23,7,4,29, 19,6,3, 14,26,30, 12,21,22}. 
(12) In Z33 
X = {(1,2),(3, 5),(4, 7), (6, 10), (19, 24),(16,22), (20,27), (18,26),(32, 8), 
(11, 21), (12, 23), (13, 25), (17, 30), (28, 9), (14, 29), (15, 31)}, 
Y = {(1,2),(10, 12),(3, 6),(4, 8),(11, 16),(22,28), (14,21), (19,27), (29, 5), 
(15, 25), (20, 31), (18, 30), (13, 26), (9, 23), (17, 32), (24, 7)}, 
D = {0,7,32,31,25,6,27, 1,30,4,8,5,29, 14,3,9}. 
(13) In Z35 
X = {(1,2), (3, 5), (4, 7), (6, 10),(8, 13), (16,22), (17,24), (15,23),(25, 34), 
(18, 28), (20, 31), (21,33), (19, 32), (12, 26), (14, 29), (30, 11),(27,9)}, 
Y = {(1,2),(4, 6),(7, 10), (5,9),(12, 17),(18,24), (22,29),(23, 31),(21, 30), 
(15, 25), (32, 8), (16, 28), (13, 26), (19, 33), (34, 14),(11,27), (3,20)}, 
D= {0, 1,3,34,4,2,5,8,31,32, 12,30,29,7,20, 16, 11}. 
(14) In Z37 
X = {(1,2), (3, 5), (4,7), (6, 10),(8, 13),(11, 17),(24, 31),(18,26), (19,28), 
(20, 30), (14, 25), (22, 34), (23, 36), (21,35), (12, 27), (16, 32), (29, 9), 
(33, 15)}, 
Y -- {(1,2), (4,6), (7, 10),(8, 12),(13, 18),(34, 3), (16, 23),(22,30), (26, 35), 
(17, 27), (20, 31), (21,33), (19, 32), (t5, 29), (36, 14),(9,25), (11,28), 
(24,5)}, 
D = {0, 1,3,2,5,23,29,4,7,34,6,36,33,31,24,30, 19,28}. 
(15) In Z39 
X = {(1,2),(3, 5), (4, 7),(6, 10), (8, 13),(9, 15), (18,25),(19,27), (20,29), 
(21, 31 ), (23, 34), (26, 38), (24, 37), (22, 36), (17, 32), (12, 28), (16, 33), 
(35, 14),(l 1, 30)}, 
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Y ---- {(1,2),(4, 6),(7, 10),(5,9), (37, 3),(16, 22), (14, 21), (27, 35), (15, 24), 
(18, 28), (25, 36), (19, 31), (13, 26), (20, 34), (23, 38), (17, 33), (30, 8), 
(11,29), (32, 12)}, 
D ---- {0, 1,3,38,29,7,35,8,34,36,2,32,28,37,6,5, 14, 1 ,21}. 
(16) In Z4] 
X = {(12, 13), (40, 1),(3, 6),(39,2), (4, 9), (5, 11),(19,26),(8, 16),(21, 30), 
(24, 34), (20, 31 ), (23, 35), (25, 38), (14, 28), (22, 37), ( 17, 33), (15, 32), 
(18, 36), (10, 29), (7, 27)}, 
Y = {(12, 13),(15, 17),(36, 39),(30, 34),(19,24),(4, 10), (2,9), (14,22), 
(26, 35), (38, 7), (21,32), (8, 20), (33, 5), (23, 37), (16, 31), (28, 3), 
(25, 1), (11, 29), (40, 18), (27,6)}, 
D = {0, 16,33,32, 15,40,24,6,5, 14, 1,26,8,9,35, 11, 10,34,30,20}. 
(17) In Z43 
X = {(20,21), (1,3), (23,26), (37,41), (24,29), (34,40), (25, 32),(4, 12), 
(8, 17), (28, 38), (5, 16), (6, 18), (2, 15), (22, 36), (42, 14), (19, 35), 
(39, 13), (9, 27), (31,7), (10, 30), (33, 11 )}, 
Y = {(20,21), (2,4), (3,6), (1, 5),(7, 12), (8, 14), (9, 16), (15,23), (29, 38), 
(25, 35), (30, 41 ), (22, 34), (26, 39), (l 8, 32), (27, 42), (24, 40), (11,28), 
(19, 37), (17, 36), (13, 33), (10, 31)}, 
D = {0, 1,23,7,26, 17,27, 11,21,40,25, 16,24,39,28,5, 15, 10,29,3,20}. 
(18) In Z45 
X = {(1,2), (3, 5), (4, 7), (6, 10),(8, 13),(9, 15),(11, 18),(19,27),(22, 31), 
(23, 33), (21,32), (28, 40), (29, 42), (30, 44), (24, 39), (25, 41), (26, 43), 
(20, 38), (17, 36), (14, 34), (16, 37), (35, 12)}, 
Y = {(1,2),(4, 6),(7, 10), (5,9), (3, 8),(11, 17),(15,22),(27, 35), (33,42), 
(21,31 ), (30, 41 ), (25, 37), (23, 36), (20, 34), ( 13, 28), ( 16, 32), ( 12, 29), 
(26, 44), (24, 43), (19, 39), (38, 14), (18,40)}, 
D = {0, 1,3,44,40,2,4,8, ll 43,9,42,39,35,34,36,31,6,7,5,22,28}. 
129 
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(19) In Z47 
X = {(12, 13), (24,26),(36, 39), (1,5), (29, 34),(25, 31), (37,44), (2, 10), 
(14, 23), (11, 21), (45, 9), (3, 15), (19, 32), (27, 41), (40, 8), (4, 20), 
(16, 33), (28,46), (35, 7), (22, 42), (17, 38), (43, 18), (30, 6)}, 
Y = {(12, 13), (1,3), (2, 5), (4, 8), (9, 14), (10, 16),(11, 18), (17, 25), (22,3 I), 
(28, 38)(26, 37), (29, 41 ), (33, 46), (21, 35), (30, 45), (20, 36), (27, 44), 
(24, 42), (34, 6), (23, 43), (19, 40), (32, 7), (39, 15)}, 
D= {0,24, 13,3,27,32,21, 5,8, 17,28,26, 14,41,37, 16, 11,43,46, 1,2,36,9}. 
(20) In Z49 
X -- {(25,26),(1, 3),(20,23), (2, 6), (17,22), (40,46),(28, 35), (4, 12), 
(29, 38), (34, 44), (30, 4l), (31,43), (5, 18), (7, 21), (32, 47), (8, 24), 
(48, 16), (9, 27), (45, 15), (19, 39), (42, 14), (11,33), (36, 10), (13, 37)}, 
Y = {(25, 26), (2,4), (3, 6),(1,5),(7, 12), (8, 14), (9, 16),(10, 18), (13,22), 
(27, 37), (28, 39), (33, 45), (23, 36), (32, 46), (29, 44), (31, 47), (21, 38), 
(30, 48), (24,43), (15, 35), (19, 40), (20,42), (11,34), (17,41)}, 
D = {0, 1,32,48,39, 17,30,6,33,42,47,2, 18,25,46,23,22,21,28,45,26,9, 
24,4}. [] 
Conjecture. For all odd integers n ~> 11, there are Z-cyclic referee squares of side n. 
3. The triplication and quintuplication theorems 
Theorem 3.1. I f  a room square of side n exists then a referee square of side 3n 
exists. 
Proof. Suppose we have a room square R of side n = 2s + 1 with entries oc, 1,2 .. . . .  n. 
By permuting rows and/or columns we may assume the square is standardized with 
the pairs {oc, i} occurring in order on the main diagonal, i.e. {oc, i} in the position 
(i,i). For each i,j = 1,2,3, let xi =x+n( i -  1), yj = y+n( j -  1) and define Rij to 
be the array obtained from R by deleting all main diagonal entries and replacing each 
remaining {x, y} by {xi, yj}. 
The arrays Rij, 1 ~ i,j 43, will contain among them all unordered pairs of numbers 
from 1 to 3n apart from the pairs {xi,xj}. 
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Suppose that we consider the following 3n × 3n array R': 
RI1 R22 R33 
R t = /R32 R13 R21 
/ 
\R23 R31 RI2 
Then each of the first n rows contains each of 1,2, . . . ,3n exactly once, except that, 
in the ith row, the numbers i, i + n,i + 2n are missing. Similarly, these are missing 
from rows i + n and i + 2n. A similar observation can be made about the columns. 
Note also that every unordered pair of numbers xi, yj with x ¢ y occurs exactly once. 
Now we place pairs {i + n, i ÷ 2n}, {i, i ÷ 2n} and {i, i ÷ n} in (i, i), (i ÷ n, i ÷ n) and 
(i + 2n, i + 2n)th positions, respectively. The resulting array is then a referee square of 
side 3n. [] 
Suppose we have a standarized room square R of side n = 2s ÷ 1 with entries 
oc, 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1. Define the n x n (0, 1) matrix M = (mij) by 
1 if cell ( i , j )  of  R is empty, 
m;j -- 0 otherwise. 
Then, since n = 2s + 1, M has s ls in each row and each column, so that 
M = P~ + P2 + . . . + Ps, (I) 
where each Pi is a permutation matrix (see, for example, [1, Theorem 1.5.4]), Let (~i 
be the permutation corresponding to P/, i.e. ~i(~c) = E if and only if P/ has entry 1 
in the (~c, ( )  position, and note that each cell (~c, (9i(x)) in R is empty. The following 
lemma is now clear. 
Lemma 3.1 (Wallis et al. [3]). Given a room square R of  side m, where m = 2s+ 1, 
there are s permutations q51,02 . . . . .  (as of  { 1, 2 . . . . .  m} with the properties that c~i(k ) = 
gpj(k) never occurs unless i = j and that cell (k, ff)i(k)) is empty for l<~k<<.m, 
l<~i<.s. 
Theorem 3.2. I f  a room square of  side n exists then a referee square of  side 5n 
exists. 
Proof. First consider the array R; 
e ! z 
given by 
RI1 R22 R33 R44 e55x~ 
R52 RI3 R24 R35 R41 / 
R43 R54 Ri5 R21 R32 / " 
R34 R45 R51 R12 R23 ] 
R25 R31 R42 R53 R14 t 
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Each of the first n rows contains each 1,2 . . . . .  5n exactly once, except that in the ith 
row, the numbers i, i .4- n, i .4- 2n, i .4- 3n, i .4- 4n are missing. Similarly, these are missing 
from rows i .4- n, i + 2n, i-4-3n, i .4- 4n. A similar observation can be made about the 
columns. Unlike the triplication case, we find here that we cannot fit in the missing 
numbers as required. But we proceed as in the triplication theorem, except that this 
time we use the following: 
R l t R22 R33 
q~R52 R13 ~bR24 
R43 cfiR54 Rl5 
R34 ~bR45 Rs1 




R21 ~bR32 , 
R12 ~bR23 
q~R53 R14 
where qS(= ~bl ) is the permutation associated with the permutation matrix Pl which 
arises in the decomposition M = Pl + P2 + "'" + P~ in (1), and (gRij denotes the array 
obtained from Rij by permuting the columns of Rgj by qS. Because Rij is always in 
the same column of the array R ~ as Rji, and because either both or neither have their 
columns permuted by ~b, the resulting array R still has i, i .4- n, i + 2n, i .4- 3n, i .4- 4n 
missing from rows i, i + n . . . . .  i + 4n, for each i ~<n, whereas i is missing from columns 
i, i .4- n, i + 2n, i + 3n, i + 4n; i + n is missing from columns q~(i), i + n, qS(i) + 2n, i + 
3n, ~b(i) + 4n; i + 2n is missing from columns i, i + n, i + 2n, ~b(i) + 3n, ~b(i) + 4n; i + 3n 
is missing from columns i, ~b(i) + n, q~(i) + 2n, i + 3n, i + 4n; i + 4n is missing from 
columns q~(i), ~b(i) + n, i + 2n, ~b(i) + 3n, i + 4n. So we place 
{i + 2n, i ÷ 3n} in cell (i, i), {i ÷ n, i + 4n} in cell (i, q~(i)), 
{i,i + 2n} in cell (i + n,i + n), {i + 3n, i + 4n} in cell (i + n,n + q~(i)), 
{ i , i+4n} in ce l l ( i+2n,  i+2n) ,  { i+n, i+3n} in cell ( i+2n,2n+49(i ) ) ,  
{i,i ÷ n} in cell (i + 3n, i + 3n), {i + 2n, i + 4n} in cell (i + 3n, 3n + q~(i)), 
{i,i + 3n} in cell (i + 4n, i + 4n), {i + n,i + 2n} in cell (i + 4n,4n + q~(i)). 
The resulting array is the required referee square of side 5n. [] 
4. Composition theorems for referee squares 
Theorem 4.1. I f  a room square of side m, a referee square of side n and two MOLS 
of order n exist, then a referee square of side mn exists. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose M = rim!. m25~ is a room square on 
\ t  lJ~ I j j l  
{cx~,0, 1 .. . .  ,m-  1} with the pair {~, i -  1} in the position (i,i), i.e. m~i = ~ and 
m 2 = i - 1. Let N = , t  ¢'rniij, neij,, ~ be a referee square on {1,2 . . . .  n}. Then n!.l/,n 2 are 
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either nil or belong to {1,2 . . . . .  n} - {i} and are distinct for any fixed i, and each 
element of {1,2 . . . . .  n} -  {i} appears as n~j or n 2 exactly once. Let A = (aij),B = (b~i) 
be two MOLS of order n, and let the join (A,B) of A and B be ({aij, bij}). Alter M 
by replacing each of its entries by an n × n array as follows: 
(i) I f  cell (i,j) of M is empty, place an empty n × n array in it. 
(ii) I f  the cell (i,i) of M has {cxD, i -  1} in it then place in that cell N + n( i -  1) 
which is obtained from N by adding n( i -  1) to each non-nil entry. 
(iii) If cell (i,j) with i ¢ j of M has {u, v} with 0 < u < v, add un to each entry 
of A and vn to each entry of B and place the join of the resulting MOLS in that cell, 
with ordered pairs replaced by unordered ones. 
When this is done, clearly an mn× mn square array R is obtained on the symbols 
1,2, . . . ,mn; further, each cell of R is either empty or contains a pair of  symbols. We 
have to prove that each pair of symbols occurs exactly once in R. Certainly, there 
are m½n(n- 1) pairs arising from (ii) and ½m(m- 1)n 2 pairs arising from (iii) i.e. 
½mn(mn- 1) pairs altogether; so we only need to show that all pairs are distinct. Let 
P(i,j) denote the collection of all pairs of R arising from the (i,j) cell of M. Then 
certainly all pairs in P(i, j) are distinct; either they are all pairs in a room square or 
they are all pairs in the join of two MOLS. Further if (i,j) • (h,k) then P(i,j) and 
P(h,k) clearly have no pairs in common. 
Finally, i is missing in the ith row and ith column, since Ri i  = Ni, i~modn)+n[(i -- 1 )/n] 
and n j J + n[(i -1)/n] ¢ i for j=  1,2. ii(modn) ¢ i (modn)  so nii~modn) 
In fact, the procedures ( i ) - ( i i i )  in the above proof may be replaced by the following. 
Define the array R by 
i--I 2 
{n),j(modn) ÷ n[7] ,  ni,j(modn)÷ n[~-nl ]}, 
n 1 Rij {ai, j(modn) ÷ m[(i_l)/n]+l,[(j_l)/n]+l,bi,j(modn ) 
+ nm~.- l )/.l+ l,[( j-I )/,q+ l }, 
if [L~J-] = [S-'~J-]; 
if i-1 
where [x] -- n - 1 if n - 1 ~<x < n and the arithmetical result will be nil if any one 
I 2 1 2 of mij, mij, nij, nij is nil. i.e. nil + a = nil. [] 
Our next theorem extends the results of Section 3. 
In [3] we have the following lemma. Suppose n >t 3 is an odd integer; we denote by 
~4n the n × n array whose (i, j)th entry is the ordered pair 
( j - i+  1, i+ j -  1), 
where the elements j - i + 1 and i + j - 1 are taken modulo n as members of the 
set N = {1,2 .. . .  ,n}. For example, d3 and ~¢s are the arrays of suffixes in R' in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, respectively. 
Lemma 4.1. The entries of ~4n consist of the ordered pairs of members of N taken 
once each. The entries in a given row or column of ,4~ contain between them every 
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member of  N once as a left member and once as a right member. I f  the pair (x,y)  
occurs in a given column then (y,x)  also occurs in that column. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  m and n are odd integers such that m + 2 >1 n and if there & a room 
square of  side m then there is a referee square of  side mn. 
Proofi Let m = 2r + 1,n = 2s + l; then r~>s-  1. We want to construct a referee 
square of side mn based on { 1,2 . . . . .  ran}. It is convenient o write 
x j=x +m( j -  1), where l<~x<~m,l<~j<~n 
so that every integer from 1 to mn has a unique representation. Given a standardized 
room square R and regarding the pairs in this room square as ordered pairs, we write 
Rij for the array formed from R in the following way: 
(i) delete all diagonal entries, 
(ii) replace the entry {x, y} of R by {x/, yj}. 
The set of all arrays Rij with l ~< i ~< n and 1 ~<j ~< n will contain in them all ordered 
pairs of integers between 1 and mn except for the pairs {xi,xj}. 
I f  n arrays Rij are placed in a row such that every member of N = {1,2 .. . .  ,n} 
occurs once as a left-hand index and once as a right-hand index of Rij, then row x of 
the resulting array will contain l j ,  2j  . . . . .  mj; j = 1,2, . . . ,n,  precisely once except for 
each xj. A similar remark applied to columns. 
We construct a referee square by replacing the every entry of ~4n by a m × m block 
by the following rules. For the entry (k, ( )  of  j column of ~¢n, select a permutation 
~b j satisfying the following: k¢ 
(i) ~bk! / is the identity permutation if either one of k, f is 1 or k = (; 
(ii) ~b~¢ = ~ bjr'k; 
(iii) all the ~b~f except the identity permutation are selected as distinct members of 
the set of r permutations associated with the room square R as in (1) (exactly s -  1 
such permutations are selected); 
(iv) if in the first column of sen the remaining two entries are (kl, {1 ) and (c'l, kj ), 
set  = 6k~ as the identity. 
This will be possible since m + 2 >~ n implies r/> s -1 .  Now replace the entry (k, •) in 
column j of dn by the array q~JlRkz which is obtained by performing the permutation 
kz on the columns of Rkz. The resulting array will contain every number from 1 to 
mn in each row and each column except that every xk, k = 1,2 . . . . .  n is missing from 
every row xj, x = 1,2 . . . . .  m; j -- 1,2 . . . . .  n, and that when j is such that (k , f )  is an 
entry in column j of ~¢~ then xk and x; are missing from column (cykz(x)) j. Moreover, 
the array contains every unordered pair of  numbers { 1,2 . . . . .  ran} (in our construction 
the ordered pairs now are read as unordered pairs) except for the pairs of the form 
(xk,x¢,) and contains each precisely once. 
Now we insert (ik,,i6) in cell (i,i),(i, i2j_l) in cell (ij, ij), i = 1,2, . . . ,m; j = 
2,3 . . . . .  n and for each k, if (k , f )  with k ¢ ( was an entry of column j but not in 
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( j , j )  of dn (so k ~ j )  we place {xk,x~} in the (x j , (cy f (x ) ) j )  position of the new 
square. A referee square of side mn is thus constructed. [] 
Theorem 4.3. I f  m is an odd composite integer then there exists a referee square o f  
side m. 
Proof. Any such m other than 9, 15,25 can be expressed as a product m = uv where 
u ~> v > 1, u ~> 7. By Theorem 4.2 and the existence of a room square of order u, it 
follows that, for each such m, a referee square of side m exists. Finally, referee squares 
of side 9, 15,25 have already been exhibited in Examples 1.2 and 2.2. [] 
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